Ex Libris

The Fellows’ Library of the Australian Academy of the Humanities contains a wide collection of modern and historical publications reflecting the authoritative and richly diverse output of humanities scholars in Australia and internationally. Many book publications of or about Fellows have been donated to the Academy over the years, and the Academy welcomes the following newly-released books donated during 2009:


Catherine Cole, The Poet Who Forgot (Crawley: University of Western Australia, 2008)

Ian Donaldson, et al., Dame Elizabeth Murdoch: Philanthropy and the Humanities (Melbourne: Melbourne University with others, 2009)
Publications by, or about, our Fellows are always sought for the Academy Fellows Collection. Such generous gifts help the library to remain a relevant and up-to-date repository for humanities research. Books donated during 2010 will appear in the next edition of *Humanities Australia*, provided they were published during or after 2009 and are by or about an Academy Fellow.

Paul Eggert,
*Securing the Past: Conservation in Art, Architecture and Literature*
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009)

George J. Marvan,
*Introducing Europe to Europeans through their Language*
(Prague: School of Czech Studies, 2008).

Lyndel V. Prott,
*Witnesses to History: A Compendium of Documents and Writings on the Return of Cultural Objects*
(Paris: UNESCO, 2009)